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Andean Report

by Valerie Rush

Colombia shuts down production

Ironically, the central bank's un

The bankers' "good boy" in [bero-America isfallen on hard
times; will the drug traffickers reap the reward?
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years of claiming the position of "the

quire resources at the very beginning

purchases of real estate, a classic

good boy" caught "in a bad neighbor

of the year." He added that he was

money laundering technique.

hood," Colombia is currently in the

hopeful that "we are able to handle the

process of mugging itself, to satisfy
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the international creditor community.

mas... ." The Colombian Congress
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is currently in the process of approv

scribed the problem in a nutshell:
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"The decision of the government

billion, from its international credi

pand the public wages portion of the

tors, it was viewed as but a first install
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to suddenly and totally contract credit

ment in financing President Barco's
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"jumbo" loan, approximately
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without
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guidelines,

and
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off from one moment to the next will
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stood that the loan would go in part to
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from issuance of any new credit until

sector all confidence in normal busi
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All of this, concludes Londono,

French and Japanese banks had pulled

"unacceptable" 33% annual growth
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